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Robinson Players' Labs
Keep Thespians Busy
The Robinson Players arc Irving
omething new this semester called
ling lab groups. Every Monday,
'ucsdfly, anil Thursday at 4:15 in
Little Theater a different group
mposed ol 15-2-1 members meets
nulcr the direction of Nancy Ko•ki, Larch Poxon, Cynthia Parons, or Robert I.ohfeld to gain
ing experience.
Participants in these group.- will
,ionic familiar with reading Ikies,
tage movements,
and
various
through discussions. They
v:ll concentrate on acting out
. lies and one act plays. Later on
■-<■- in body movement will be
hi by Miss Grace. In this way
erienced members can brush up
their acting; abilities ami incxiiricnced ones will have a better
a of what is expected in tryhuts for tlic plays given next scnester.
iach of these acting groups will
responsible for some part of the
mertainment at monthly liieetVgS. Skits and scenes that have
mi worked on in the labs will be
rated. Programs will also be
lanned for the new campus radio
tation WVBC.
It is hoped that these labs as
veil as the classes in make-up and
lage managing will serve to co■rdinate the group as a whole and
hits bring about better producoiis. The aim of this semester's^
ditorializing work is to allow the
mbers to understand better how
II phases of production work toi :hcr.

)ebaters To Fight
)ut Conscription
The results of last week's varsity
ebating tryouts were announced
y Professor Quimby in a special
iieting of the varsity squad last
unday. Teams will debate both the
ie.h school topic and the college
opic this fall.
The high school topic is, "Reived: that all citizens should be
•inject to conscription for cssenial service in time of war." The
"liege topic is, "Resolved: that a
crmanent system of price and
'age controls should be estabhed."
Hour teams will go to the Unirsity of Vermont tourney to deaie the college topic. Alan Hakes
'"I David Moore arc one affirmav
e team. Mary Ellen Bailey and
''■'rgaret Brown constitute a sec"'I team. Ro1>crt Rubenstcin and
tanley Patterson, together with
ichard Breault and Warren Car°H. will support the negative. The
"'irney will be held on Nov. 9
"'1 10.
Ann Saho and Diane West will
tbate the negative of this propotion against West Point here at
a
'es on Nov. 9.
(Continued on page threes
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Veteran Boston
Newsman 2nd
Series Speaker

The editor of the Boston Travi 1er's editorial page will be the
speaker tomorrow nighl in the
Modern Literature Lecture Series.
Ralph M. Blagden will discuss the
Selective Service has scheduled "Newspaper Editor and the Editwo new qualification testa for col- torial." He will underline the role
lege Students who want to become of the newspaper in modern soeligible for draft deferment.
ciety,
. The tirst test, to be given on
Dec, l.i. i- primarily for Students
whose academic year and current
draft deferment will end in Feb.,
1952. All men who are not veterans and who have not previously
taken this lesl are advised to take
it. Students who have already taken
the test cannot take it again.

Deferment Test
Deadline Nov. 5

Applications for the Dec. 13
exahl must be postmarked not later
than midnight Nov. 5; and for the
Apr. 24 test, by midnight. Mar. 10.
Application blanks may be obtained in
Professor Sampson's
office.
According to the Educational
Testing Service, which prepares
and administers the College Qualification Test for the Selective
Service system, it will be greatly
to the students' advantage to file
his application at once, regardless
of the testing date he selects.

Belleau Discusses
"Student" Tonight
Vincent Belleau. city editor
of the Lewiston Sun-Journal,
will discuss news stories tonight
in the Chase Hall Lounge at 7.
All STUDENT staff numbers
are requested to attend. Interested students and faculty are
invited.

O.C. Equipment
On Display Sat.
All types of Outing Club equipment will be on display Saturday
afternoon behind East Parker Hah,
in celebration of Outing Club Field
Day.
Members of the Council will tie
on hand to demonstrate and answer
questions concerning the various
possessions that the Club will be
showing. Equipment for canoeing,
skiing, camping trips, tobogganing,
outdoor cooking, mountain climbs,
and bicycling will be exhibited.
The Outing Club is sponsoring a
mountain climb next Sunday, the
goal this time being Mt. Blue.
Transportation and lunch will be
provided for $1.25, and sign-ups
will be taken in the Den. This is
the last mountain climb for 1951.

Sunday Den Hours
The Bobcat Den will be open 9
a.m.-10:30 p,m. every Sunday beginning this week.

Ralph M. Blagden
A Bates graduate. Class of '28
Mr. Blagden worked his way up
from reporter to acting city editoi
to assistant editor on the Christian
Science Monitor. He moved to the
Boston Evening Transcript as associate editor.
Mr. Blagden broadened his newspaper experience when he became
managing editor of the St. Louis
Star-Times. He was also editor fot
the Information Division of the
Committee for Economic Development, and is a recipient of the Associated Press prize for the best
news story in New England.
Harper's Editor Here
Frederick L. Allen, editor ol
Harper's magazine since 1941. will
give the third lecture. His topic
will be "The Periodical — An Old
American Custom.'' The distinguished editor and author has
served as an assistant editor of the
Atlantic Monthly and as managing
editor of the Century magazine. He
liegan his career with Harper's in
1923.
Mr. Allen is the author of "Only
Yesterday," "Lords of Creation,"
and "The Great Pierpont Morgan."
Historical novelist Kenneth Roberts, the fourth speaker, will discuss the position of his specialty in
modem literature, and will also
bring along the subject of his latest
book, "Henry Gross and
His
Dowsing Rod." Roberts is
the
author of "Arundel," "Northwest
Passage," "Oliver Wiswell," and
other best sellers.
"Fighting Editor"
Hodding Carter, "Fighting Editor" of the Greenville, Mississippi,
Delta Democrat-Times and a former bitter foe of the Huey Long
regime in Louisiana before the war,
will conclude the lectures.

By Subscript ion

One Hundred Meet
In WVBC Huddle
Miir^ than our hundred enthusiastic students attended 'lie first
organization meeting of WVBC
last Wednesday night in the Little Theatre.
Bruce Chandler opened the meeting by explaining the purpose of
calling everyone together, anil told
the group that, "Whether this
-tation is good, had or indifferent
i- strictly up to you people who
are here tonight.''
Business manager Robert Atkins,
Program Director Jane Bower,
Ohiel Engineer Robert Williams,
and faculty advisor Mi-- Murrell
■were introduced and spoke briefly on the work of their respective
departments. The meeting was then
broken up into smaller groups according to special interests.
Means Better Quality
After the meeting, Jane Rower
said that she had "more than
seventy-five people who wanted to
do actual broadcasting, and about
fifteen more who wanted to write
scripts. This large number will allow us to be very selective in our

choice of actual mike worker- ami
•duce better quality programs than we iiad at lir.-t thought
■

II-

The business staff, numbering
about 20 members, and the technical staff of about 20 bring the
'.i tal Staff of the station at the
present time to marly 120 people.
FCC Satisfied
On Friday, representatives of
the Federal Communications Comi n and the Central Maine
l'ower Co. arrived on campus to
; check on the technical work done
-<■ far. After talking with the
WVBC technicians, and noting a
Uw suggestions, both groups left
apparently satisfied with the work
done.
Jane
Bower
announced
that
final arrangements have been completed with the M.C..M. record
company and that WVBC will receive most of the new releases of
tiie company. In fact, six new releases were received la.-t week to
start the station's record library.

South Of The Border Essence
Infuses Chase Lecture Series
Bates will play host on Oct. 30
.' i a group of 16 modern dancers
from the National Scnool of Physical Education and Sports of
Brazil. Their performance in the
Alumni Gym that evcnh.g will he
the first presentation of the George
Colby Chase Lecture Series for
1951-52.
Although the dance group is primarily conducted for educational
purposes, they have given concerts
m some of the Rio dc Janeiro
(Continued on page three)

Saturday UN Dance
World Peace will make its
seasonal debut at Bates this
Saturday evening with the presentation of a United Nations
dance at Chase Hall.
Starting at 8:15, the affair will
feature a galaxy of 'international'
artists who will furnish diversion
between numbers. Dancers will be
table to choose their own platter
fare and will be provided with re(Continucd on page three)

BRAZILIAN modern dancer, here Oct. 30
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Eisenhower For Pres. Rooters Cagenello's Dance Band
Must Expect Stiff Competition Returns, Combo Of Four
By John Rippey
If General Dwighl Eisenhower decides to join the contest for the
Republican presidential nomination in 1952 "he is not likely to get
the nomination on a silver platter — he will have to fight for it,"
according to former Republican Governor Robert F. Bradford of
Massachusetts. k
Interviewed at Bates Thursday Mr.
Bradford predicted
that
afternoon,
Mr.
Bradford listed "moral corruption in government"
three formidable foes of an F.iscn- would be the target most hit by
hower-for-president boom at next Republican campaigners. He also
June's Republican Convention. predicted that the Far East policy
the
Truman
administration
They arc, he said, the personal of
friend-, of Sen. Robert A. Taft, would not be a major issue, parCol. Robert McCormick of Ibe ticularly if a satisfactory truce is
Chicago Tribune, and Gen. Douglas reached by June.
MacArtbur.
"To win the national elections
the Republicans must appeal to the
Fight Against Old Guard
liberal vote, which
"The dramatic thing to watch at independent
the Republican Convention." he they have not done before." said
said, "will be the struggle between Mr. Bradford.
President Truman •won the 1948
the internationalist wing and the
Old Guard for control of the par- election because be was able to gain
ty." International policy will be the the support of three powerful
real issue at the convention, the ex- groups, the former governor said.
Bay State chief executive stated. The three were the "big city machines, the farmers, and labor."
not domestic problems.
"The analysis of the whole elecIn the presidential election itself.

Exhibit Of Water Colors
Portrays Mexican Life
^

I

A display of twenty water colors,
entitled "Mexican Holiday," is being shown at Coram Library, as
the first of three such exhibits to
take place at Bates during the coming year.
The painting are the work of
Mrs. Ruth Van Sickle Ford, of
Chicago, who has been director of
the Chicago Academy ol Fine
Arts since 1937. Before that time
she was an instructor at the academy.
Seen Over Country
Mrs. Ford has exhibited her
work in many parts of the country,
including the Art Institute of Chicago, the National Academy of Design, various International Water
Color shows, and the National Association of Women Painters Exhibit, where she won second prize
in 1938.
The Robert Fords were recently
mentioned in a magazine article
which portrayed their unique round
house in Aurora, Illinois. The
house, designed by architect Bruce
GofF, contains a balcony studio and
gallery for the paintings of Mrs.
Ford.
Life Of Mexican People
The water colors which are
shown cover a variety of aspects
in the life of the Mexican people.
Their religious piety is portrayed in
the sketches entitled "Cathedral
Towerc," "Shrine of our Lady of
Guadalupc,"
"Old
Church Mexico," and cathedrals of Cuernavaca, Taxco, and Campecho.
These, for the most part, are done
in dark shades, depicting this more
sombre side of Mexican life.
Mrs. Ford catches the brighter,
gayer moments of the people, their
vivid costumes, and flower-filled
squares in "Patio in Merida,"

FOR THAT
EVENING SNACK
Try

"Flower Market in Chapultepec
I'ark." and "Entrance to a Patio."
"White Tress in Yucatan," "Rio
Blanco," and "Lirio dc Agua" are
samples of Mexico"s panorama of
natural wonders.

Brazilian Dancers
(Continued from page one)
theaters. Now touring tin U.S. under the direction of their head
teacher.
Senora
Mai ia
Helena
i'abst de Sa Earp, the dancers will
appear at 24 colleges in the East
and Mid-West. Senora de Sa Earp,
who introduced rhythm and dance
in her department at the National
School, has the distinction of being the first Brazilian to teach modern dancing.
Since April, the group has been
concentrating especially on folklore
and rhythms. These dancers are
able to accompany with percussion
instruments not only the Brazilian
rhythm, but also classic music.
The repertoire of the Brazilian
visitors is divided into three general categories: rhythmical gymnastics, rhythm with percussion instruments, and folklore and modern dance. The program of dances
which they will present at Bates
has not yet been forwaided, but
it will be chosen from an assortment of 47 numbers wnich have
been painstakingly prepared.
Accompanying the oer'ormcrs on
their tour arc Dora Pinto da Costa
Ribeiro, assistant teacher of
rhythm; and instructors Gloria Futuro Marcos Dias and Margarida
Theresa Nunes Lcite. A member of
the editorial staff of "The Americas,", the publication of the PanAmerican Union, will act as guideinterpreter.

DRAPER'S
BAKERY

A Hamburg
from

PASTRY OF ALL KINDS

COOPER'S

Opp. Post Office Tel. 2-6645

Sabattus Street
Near Campus Avenue

54 Ash Street

tion," Mr. Bradford remarked, "is
in the key question. Which of those
groups are the Republicans going
to get back in '52?"
Compares G.O.P. With Tories
The position of the Republican
party is similar to that of the
British
Conservative
party,
he
said. The G.O.P. will accept the
agencies already established in the
trend toward a 'welfare state' but
Republicans want to "stop the
trend, though they don't want to
turn the clock back."
Commenting upon Boston politic*, Mr. Bradford said that he
thought ex-Mayor Curlcy's announced intention not to campaign
was a "Trojan Horse to get the
Republicans off guard." .
He "couldn't conceive" of the
Communists coming to power in
Boston, as alleged by Curley. Mr.
Bradford declared the New Boston Committee, which is opposing
Curley. is composed of conservative men, of whom Henry Shattuck
is as "anti-communist as they
come."
Curley. said the ex-governor,
would be a bad bet to win the
election because of the run-off primary which .made the election a
two-man fight for the first time,
Curlev's age. whic'h makes him a
bad risk for a strenuous term in
office, and the organization of the
"all-partisan" New- Boston Committee.
Curley Dangerous
"Curley is dangerous when out
of office because he gathers a following of malcontents and fanatics." Mr. Bradford asserted.
"Mayor Hines," he said, "has
done an admirable job against great
difficulties. He has made a sincere
attempt to cut waste and graft in
the city government." He added
that it was a hard job after so
many years of corruption.
The Democratic state administration in Massachusetts "has just
about caught up with its campaign
promises," said Mr. Bradford. "The
real issue, paying the bill, is just
coming up."
Dixiecrats May Upset Truman
On the national scene on the
Democratic side of the fence, the
former Republican governor asserted that the Democrats would
have to support President Truman
in the next election if he chose to
run. He said, however, that a
growing movement in the South
may force the President to give
way to Chief Justice Fred Vinson,
who would be acceptable to both
Northern and Southern Democrats
as well as being a close friend of
Mr. Truman.
Asked about the chances of
freshman Sen. Paul Douglas of
Illinois in the race for the nomination. Mr. Bradford commented that
Douglas "does not have a chance
until a reform wing takes over
control of the party, which is not
likely."

Ritz Theatre

The Bobcats, Bates' own dance
band, has made its bow on the
a
campus.
This year the band has appeared
as a combo of four. Robert
Cagenello is at the piano, Gene
Gilmartin on the drums, Paul Satz
on the clarinet and sax, and Mort
Berkowitz on the trumpet.
Versatility is to be the keynote
of the band this year. Music will
range from slow dance tunes to

special arrangements of bebop am
jazz. For some arrangements thi
quartet will join in on the voca'J
and some will feature solos bj
Cagenello or Gilmartin.
Rehearsals have been going or
for the past two or three week,
Besides playing at Bates danc.S|
the band hopes to make off-campuj
engagements, such as fraternity
dances at some of the near-by col.
leges.

Sat/. Gilmartin, Berkowitz, Cagenello at Saturday Dance

Peanut Butter!
If the men persist in taking
jars of peanut butter from the
Commons proper we shall have
no alternative than to sanction
tlie removal of peanut butter
from the Commons menu.
Since only a few are responsible, we request that they cease
operations immediately.
Signed. Men's Student Council

Chapel Schedule
Friday, October 19
Musical program arranged by
Mr. Smith.
Monday, October 22
Dr. Zerby.
Wednesday, October 24
Rev. Percy Vernon, former pastor of the United Baptist
Church in Lewiston.

UN Dance
(Continued from page one)
freshments, their curfew at 11:45.
Admission will be 15c for individuals and 30c for couples, and the
holder of a lucky number will be
given a door prize. Students who
come to Bates from abroad will be
admitted free.
Co-sponsored by the CA and
World Government Club/the dance
will be a prelude to United Nations Week, October 22-27. and
United Nations Day, October 24.

Calendar
Wednesday, Oct. 17
STUDENT lecture series. Mr
Bcll.au. Chase Hall Loumte
7 p.m.
Midweek vespers, chapel. 9:15
9:45 p.m.
Thursday, cct. 18
CA dancing class, Chase Hall. 4j
5:15 p.m.
Modern Literature Confcrenitj
Mr. Blagden, chapel, 7-9 J
p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 20
Outing Club Field Day, all a!
ternoon.
Sunday, Oct. 21
Mountain climb.
BOC open house, Tborncrag, 1
5:30 p.m.
Christian Science organization!
open meeting, Christian Sci
ence Church, 4 p.m.
Monday, Oct. 22
Freshman try outs for choir an
Choral Society, 4 and 7 p.m.
CA freshman discussions, facultj
homes, 7-9 p.m.
Wednesday, Oct. 24
Chest X-rays, cage, schedule t
be announced.

Frosh Pictures
Freshmen class pictures are sc
■ng for $2 plus tax. Students ma
purchase them from thei dorm ref
resentativc by Sunday noon.

STRAND
THEATRE

EMPIRE
THEATRE

Wed., Thurs., Oct. 17, 18: "As
Young As You Feel,'- Monty
Wooley, Jean Peters; "Santa

Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sat.

Fe," Randolph

Scott. Janice

Oct. 17, 18, 19, 20
Esther Williams

Fed Skclto

Howard Keel
Wed.. Thurs.
Oct. 17, 18
Carter.
"MAN O N"
- in (French with English Titles)
Fri., Sat., Oct. 19, 20: "Utah Wagon
"TEXAS CARNIVAL"
"TATOO STRANGER"
Train," Rex Allen; "The Iron
Man," Jeff Chandler, Evelyn
Fri., Sat.
Oct. 19, 20
Keyes.
Sun., Mon., Tues., Oct. 21, 22. i
'SWORD OF MONTF CRISTO'
"WAGON MASTER"
Claudctte Colbert
Sun., Mon., Tues., Oct. 21, 22, 23:
MacDonald Carey
Sun., Mon.. Tues.
Oct. 21, 22, 23
"Two Of A Kind," Pat O'Brien;
- in "HE RAN ALL THE WAY"
"Meet Me After The Show,"
"SKIPALONG ROSEN3LOOM"
Betty Grable.
"LET'S MAKE IT LEGAL'
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J-R Has Pseudo-Scientific Initiation As Clubs Meet
The usual sobriety of science ran
amt»cll at last week's Jordan Ramsdell Scientific Society meeting,
president Tom Gordon introduced
n(«r members, who initiated themselves by speaking on various
,,-eiido-scientific topics.
Proceedings began with each incoming physics major giving a dissertation on types of resistance and
|iow to overcome them. Four won-.en and Mark Gould presented a
i no of "22 (not 20) Questions''
nliich concerned the male «cx drive.
ideology specialists conducted a
I ncl on "The Forms Founds on
Mi. David, Geological and Other-

wise," while another group of biology majors discussed evolution.
A fictitious math faculty meeting,
and a lecture about "The Egg and
I, Which Came First? ' were post;oncd.
Macfarlane
Seldon Tupper Crafts, director
emeritus of music, traced the origin of the Macfarlane Club and remarked about Will Macfarlane, for
whom the club was named, at the
first club meeting Oct. 9 in the
chapel.
At the* meeting, conducted by
Pres. Jean Decker, the appointment
of Nowell Blake to the office of

publicity chairman was announced.
A resume of last year's programs
was given in order to acquaint prospective members with the functions of the organization. It was
also announced that tryouts for the
club will be held at a later date.
Prof. D. Robert Smith, director
of music and club advisor, played
organ selections to conclude the
program.
Lawrance Chemical
A tour of the Bates Manufacturing Company laboratories comprised the first meeting of the Lawrence Chemical Societv. Dr. Thom(Continued on page eight)

r

Campus Interviews on Cigarette Tests

THREE

Flu Shots Are Offered;
X-ray Program Resumes
In furthering the protection of
Bates students against influenza
and tuherculosis, the health department has enlisted two precautionary
measures.
The Bates Infirmary has announced the availability of influenza shots to students this year. The
request for the shots came from the
Student body last year in the wake
of a had flu epidemic.
Dr. Haas found that immunization shots could be given at a reduced price to a large number of
persons. The price quoted is one
dollar each, and the offer is optional.
The immunization program will
get under way as soon as tin -indent- desirous of its service have
signed for the injections. Students

should sign as soon as possible at
the Infirmary.
Chest X-rays will be taken in
the cage next Wednesday. Prof.
Walmslcy and Dr. Lux are the cochairmen for trie women's and
men's physical education departments respectively.
The X-ray program began in
1948 offering X-rays to all students,
faculty, and employees. The program has been continued each year
with the emphasis on the Freshman Class.
This year the X-rays arc optional for the Sophomores and Seniors, and arc compulsory for
Freshmen and Juniors. Notices will
be sent out iii the near future announcing tin definite time for each
ei;c--.

Rallies Handled Snow, Reisner
Through Roone Head Debibbing

No. 24

Groups planning to stage rallies
should arrange for blue slips,
parades, etc., through chairman
Nate Boone of the rally committee,
This was emphasized at the Stu-C
meeting last Wednesday. Boone
will be able to secure quicker action on requests, avoiding considerable 'red tape.'
After a discussion of eligibility
t.f players, the new intramural constitution was passed unanimously.

THE

CLAM

Paradis Lauded;
FTA Assembles
"I should
have kept
my big
mouth shut!"

Hayward Carsley, president of
the Future Teachers of America,
praised the work of last year's
president. William Paradis. at the
club's first .meeting Oct. 9 in Libbey Forum.
However. Carsley
stated that responsibility for planning programs should not rest on
one person, and called tor the
creation of a program committee.

Haze Day and debibbing were
the major lopics of discussion at
last week's Stu-G meeting. Nov. 6
is Debibbing Night, with ceremonies taking place in W.L.B.
The co-chairmen of the affair,
Carolyn Snow and Sally Reisner,
announced the sophomores who are
to assist the freshmen in the planning of their debibbing skits.
The following have been chosen
to do the honors in the various
houses: Christina Dawson, Patricia
Heldman. Carol Guild, Ann Sabo,
Marilyn Winslow, Laura Jo Weckwerth, Mary Ellen Bailey, Margaret Bartlett. Lois Stuber, Alice
Arace, and Rosemary Feck.
Parker Split
East and West Parker have both
been divided into two sections in
order to give everyone a chance
to participate. No skit is to last
more than five minutes.
Rules from Mrs. Cross concerning the dining room were presented by Marie Gcrrish, dining room
chairman. Anyone who wishes to
wear her hair 'up' in the dining
room must secure permission from
Marie.

Bryant Heads Group
. Those named to the committee
were Irene Lawrence, Anne Stewart. George Bryant. Thomas Woodman, George Whitbeck. William
Bauer. Mary Ann Brynnen, and
(Continued from page one)
William Hale. George Bryant was
Bates will participate in four
chosen chairman of the group.
Kaye Kirschbaum was named di- different non-decision high school
clinic debate during November on
rector of publicity for the club.
the high school debating topic. Nov.
Dr. Bortner, the club's faculty 3 Robert Sha-raf and
Donald
advisor, spoke briefly on the con- Weatherbee will uphold (he neganection of the FTA with the Na- tive of this question against Midtional Education Association, and dlebury at Pembroke, New Hampmentioned the forthcoming Maine shire. Nov. 17 Marie Gerrish and
State Teachers Convention in Port- John Moore will argue the affirmaland.
'ive against Maine at Bangor,
while on the same day at Caribou,
Roscoe Fales and Robert Rudolph
will take the negative against
Maine. The final high school clinic
debate will be against Bowdoin
Dr. Donovan has announced ad- here at Bates Nov. 30. Russell
ditional authoritative speakers for Young and Gene Gilmartin will
the first semester classes of the take the negative in this deliatc.
citizenship laboratory course. They
Doris Hardy will lead an interare Professor Athern P. Daggett. collegiate discussion here Nov. 30.
professor of international relations Three alternate teams were also
at Rowdoin College; Fred C. selected. Murray Rolduc and JerScribner. Jr., of Lewiston, Repub- ry Handspickcr will be the alterlican National Committee-man; Lu- nate team on the college proposicia M. Cormier of Rumford. Dem- tion. Priscilla Mattson and Edward
ocratic National Committecwoman; Luke will make up one alternate
David Nichols, Canidcn attorney; team on the high school topic,
Mcrton E. Rawson, Jr., Westbrook while the other will consist of
attorney; and Scott F. Hoiman of Donald Peck and Mason Tabor.
Lewiston, Political Actions ComFreshman tryouts will be held
mittee of the CIO.
in the radio room in the afternoon
On Oct. 11 former Govemor and evening of Oct. 22. They will
Robert F. Bradford of Massachu- consist of five minute talks on any
controversial subject.
setts spoke to the class.

Debaters

fresh out of Bivalve, N. J., he arrived on the campus all
bug-eyed and his big mouth hanging open. He was
immediately sucked into a "shell game" and found
himself making all the quick-trick cigarette tests.

f"^S
mm j*

But his native instinct told him that such an
important item as cigarette mildness couldn't
be tossed off lightly. Millions of smokers
everywhere have discovered, too, that there's but

Daggett, Scribner,
Hoiman To Talk

one true test of mildness.

•41

It's the sensible test... the 30-Day Camel
Mildness Test, which simply asks you to try Camels
as your steady smoke... on a pack-after-pack

)•■*

basis. No snap judgments! Once you've tried
Camels for 30 days in your "T-Zone'" (T for
Throat, T for Taste), you'll see why...

■*>•*,

«SSg«*te

After all the Mildness Tests —

Camel leads all other brands bybuttons

1
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THE UNDERLYING .PRINCIPLE
Mr. X posts bulletins and placards in front of his little store.
The notices attract much attention to the store and its proprietor,
for they blatantly oppose some of the working ideals of our nation.
There is speculation concerning the sanity and sincerity of Mr.
X, but we are not concerned with minute detail. To the contrary,
wc are concerned with underlying principles. For this reason we
give our attention to Mr. X and his posters.
The underlying principle which we speak of is that of freedom
of the press. Due to the fact that Mr. X lives in a country that advocates freedom of the press and of speech, he is allowed to post
his bulletins.
There is no better way to strengthen and reaffirm the ideals of
freedom and democracy than by allowing the voice of the opposition, whether it be in the form of commentaries by a national
authority or posters by a local variety store proprietor.
On this principle expounded by Mr. X wc wholeheartedly agree.
That we cannot agree with his message does not alter that fact. S.C.

By D. Eddy Blackledge
Who is Walter Raymond, and for
what does he stand? Thia is a major
controversial subject on the Bates
campus these days.
Many students lately have visited
the little souvenir shop across from
the Lewiston Post Office, where
Walter works. How did his interest in politics begin.1' Are his
opinions valid? Here is t'.ie story oi
Walter Raymond as told to this reporter by sources at the Lewiston
Sun-Journal.
Walter was one of three sons of
Roland Raymond. Sr. He was always an ambitious, helpful boy whe
worked diligently ill his father's
shop. When Roland. Sr.. sold
souvenirs at the fair Grounds, his
enthusiastic son, Walter, would
push sales by dressing as an Indian.
Walter soon proved a good salesman.
Hard-working Walter sometimes
held more than one job. Prior to
bis nervous breakdown in the
summer of 1950. Walter worked in
a local mill as well as handling almost all the merchandise and correspondence in his father's shop.
In the spring of 1951, Truman re-

lews, Socialists, Communists, and
the "Red-inspired United Nations."
MacArthur alone stands as America's true hero and saviour I McCarthy not mentioned).
Walter's influence in town seems
„ ..„
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Masthead additions effective with
this issue are announced as follows:
Irene Lawrence '53 has been appointed assistant make-up editor, ac-

advanced to the editorial board as
copy writers, according to Anza.
On the business staff; Margery
Schumacher, business manager, has
appointed Alice Huntington in place
of Robert Atkins as co-advertising
manager with John Ebert. Atkins is
resigning his position to devote more
time to the new ratlio station, WVBC.
Three additions have been made to
the advertising staff and nine students have been added to the circulation staff, according to Margery.
Staff reporter additions will be announced after Thanksgiving vacation.

"

to be so slight as to "be barely disccrnable. Lcwiston-Aubuin people
are not easily aroused, our informants say. Old friends now pass
on the side of the street opposite
f
rom the shop to prevent Walter's
"button-holing"' them in conversation. Even the Lewiston SunJournal is not safe. Walter chastises that office constantly for its
lack of attention and help.
Most friends and acquaintancetake a very tolerant view of the
whole affair. If Walter weren't excited about this, it would be some
tiling else, they say.
They hope this is just a passing
fancy of Walter's, and that it will
soon run its course.

mm ro» TW no,,^ m
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Staff Additions

COMMUNITY - COLLEGE UNION
' The pre-game rally Friday night featured a parade and a rally cording to Kathleen Kirschbaum,
downtown. The purpose of the excursion was to cement relations make-up editor. Jane Purinton '54
has been added to the make-up staff.
between the community and the college.
A local union is necessary if the students are to assume a wider Two exchange editors have been
scope of activity. Local executives and businessmen are cooperating {appointed by Editor-in-Chief Anza
with the students in mak'ng available to them various assets of the Blaisdell. Barbara Koch '53 and
Gloria Yoffa '54 are endeavoring to
twin cities.
/
Community-college union offers local people college education obtain a more complete list of coland entertainment facilities on various occasions Through func- leges that the STUDENT might extions like the CA, the George Colby Chase Lecture series, the Rob- change papers with.
Ruth Parr '52 and Barbara Swett
inson Players and others, the townspeople have available to them
'53, former crew chiefs, have been
a variety of interesting programs.
S C
IT WAS NOT A BUSINESS MEETING!
George Gamble, new alumni secretary, was quite right in his
prediction that there would be a full house at the Modern Literature Conference. The chapel was crowded with spectators waiting
(o hear Mr. Marquand discuss the novel. When the program beg'an, the crowd found they had to wait a little longer while Robert
Jones and President Phillips discussed the history of the conference.
We were interested to hear how the idea for this particular
series was born, but we felt it was not the time or place for Mr.
Jones to discuss the small business conference and the large attendance at it, or for him to relate the business matters relating to
this one. An impatient audience was waiting to hear an introduction to the speaker of the evening.

lieved MacArthur of his command
in the Far East. Walter took this
to heart and launched his campaign.
Since that time the little shop on
Ash Street has been conspicuously
noticeable. One can't help perusing the many extremist signs displayed along with dozens of American flags on the street before the
shop.
Here Walter shows his seriousness about the political s.•nation by
attacking
Truman,
Eisenhower,

008
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ANOTHER VIEW of Lewiston political beehive

Letter To The Editor

Shed Some Light -- Please!
Editor The STUDENT:
This letter is in reality an inquiry to Mr. Ross about a matter
which received much publicity last
year and, to us at least, was never
satisfactorily explained. It has to
do with the estimation of electri-

city bills and the different method
used for men and women in tin*
matter.
Last year the complaints were
loud and indignant from the Dia
side of the campus when the bil
(Continued on page eight)
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Letter To The Editor

Barb Varney Heads
ON
CALL
Spectator Objects As
Busy Bates Bureau
Vigilantes Ride Again

Editor, The STUDENT:
At 10:15 Thursday ttight a
jt range scene took place at the corner of Russell street and Central
avenue. There in the damp, drizzly
atmosphere, lit up dimly by two
street lights, a dozen or so freshmen stood in an almost silent
group. They had been ordered there
|,v a brave, upstanding collection
of campus vigilantes known as the
•Secret Seven." It is the job of
- illustrious organization to prevent any and all "wise guys" from
violating the campus routine at
ites College.
Nervous Frosh
The "wise guys" tried to joke
: rvously among themselves as two
representatives of the
Student
C nincil (elected by the student
body to help obtain a better break
[or everybody in campus life) adjusted blindfolds over the eyes of
the "violators." Next a signal was
given and a total of nine cars drove
quietly up to the corner from three
different directions. Everything had
been well planned.
Silently two boys (scratch that,
men) emerged from each car and
brought two blindfolded and by
IW somewhat frightened freshmen
back with them. Everything was
done in a setting of almost complete silence. Within a minute and
i half all the freshmen had been
accounted for and the nine cars
drove quietly and forebodingly ofl
; single file into the night.
Spectator Comments
A bespeckled, dignified-looking
middle-aged man was standing on
the sidewalk watching the proceedingi. He had attended the University of Maine many years ago.
"1 could never see any of this
miff," he told me. "Just a case of
some building up their own egos by

Send today
for your

The libe is having an unusual
early-semester popularity, but it
won't continue, according to the
intimidating others." And. then a
upperclassmen, if any more hygiene
moment later to a pair of vigilantes
lab group assignments are prepared
who stood quietly by supervising
there. Disappointed neophyte philthe proceedings, "I'll bet you
osophers and zealous junior culturwere the guys who had the least
alists have been turned away from
to say when you were freshmen.
the reserve book list due to a shortPretty tough now, though, aren't
age of Brightmans and various C.H.
you?" There was no reply.
books.
A vigilante approached me a moFirst comers place small bets
ment later after the man had deon whether the runner on the
parted and asked in a somewhat
left path or the one on the right
concerned tone. "Who was he?"
will reach the end of the line
Vigilante Damns
When I ans-wcred that he was
in time to get the last copy of
the evening's best-selling reonly a passer-by, the vigilante suddenly became more bold, and said.
served book. Swede Anderson
"He can go to hell."
maintains it's the first time he
The entire proceedings lasted
ever stood in line for an educaonly about two minutes. It was a
tion. He must have had a freshgrim business with a distinctive
man flunky get his permission
medieval flavor. Similar scenes are
cards last spring.
rare in America.
Andrew McAuliffe and John
The clement of humor was Merrick have been announcing to
scarcely to be detected.
all, the engagement of their roomA police car, parked in the mate. John "Beaver" Sevigny, to
shadows a short way down the
the girl back home.
road, drove in the direction taken
Whoever missed out on Robby the nine cars.
ert
Cagenello's vocal work at
The next morning students
Chase Hall Saturday night lost
laughed at the punished freshmen.
out on a thrill — all and all a
The freshmen tried to laugh back,
wonderful dance the committee
but it came hard.
staged.
Bob Kolovson

By Janice Todd

The other day I went over to
"Roger Bill" and had a very interesting chat with Miss Barbara Varney,
the young lady who so adequately
runs our news bureau here at Bates.
Miss Varney, "Barb" to most people,
is a Bates graduate herself, and is
now entering her fifth year with the
bureau.
Big Doings In Small Places
The office in which I found Miss
Varney is really quite small, but despite this fact, it turns out a terrific
amount of work. For instance, six
regular releases, including reports of
various campus activities and copies
of important speeches, are sent out
each week. These reports are not
only sent out from this office, but are
also mimeographed here. Over and
above these weekly releases are the
three news bulletins sent out during
the year to alumni, parents, students,
and other people interested in the
Bates family.
Working along with newspapers,

For Women Only: How To Keep
'Em Happy At Cabin Parties

Announcement of the week: D.
By Cyn Parsons
Eddy Blackledge and some of his
Well,
of
course, the men may
fellow Smith men have taken to
Never bend down to a car serenading Parker over a loud- read this, but we don't promise
window if you are hailed for a speaker. Parker proctors would like anything as spectacular as a Hygiene
match — that is if you are a fresh- to suggest that they save it for "buzz group" resume. Now that the
winds of autumn and other things
man. If you do not heed this warn- Mayoralty.
arc in the air it's time for the annual
ing your "beanie" might take flight
It was almost Back-to-Bates
cabin parties. The steady couples will
and disappear under the clutching
weekend with the alumni up for
smirk, freshman women will chew
hands of an eager Bowdoinite.
the game. Irene and El Castheir nails over whom and how to ask,
It seems there is a shortage of
tillo, married Aug. 10, were
and Parker proctors will babble inBates "beanies" at the Bowdoin
here all weekend. Jim Kelley,
coherently about how sixty couples
fraternities and that some of theii
Punchy Hines, Ray Moore,
are going to fit around ye Thorncrag
"more amiable" pledges seek to
Carol Goddard, Max Bell, Glen
fireplace.
rectify the situation by visiting this
Kumekawa, and Bruce Morrilocal campus.
tifies the means. (Can that be a
son were also around. Glad to
quote?)
hear that Bruce will be with us
again next semester.
At the game showman Harry
Meline was at his best for the
Opinion was unanimous that
benefit of the crowd. Our band
Lefty Faulkner looks tremendous
may not be loud,- but it sure has
in Marine uniform — we understand
personality!
he obtained a leave under pretense
Anyone who says that senior woof arranging financial matters with
(Continued on page eight)
the college — ah well, the end jus-

Naughty Boys

FREE COPY
OF THE NEW

SPALDING
SPORT SHOW
BOOK
Alive with sports action and
gags by the famous sports
cartoonist, Wiilard Mullin.

YE OLDE HOBBY SHOPPE

R. W. CLARK CO.

YOUR FAVORITE
STERLING PATTERNS
in
Towle — Gorham — Lunt
Reed and Barton
International
—
Wallace

DRUGS

CHEMICALS

BIOLOGICALS
4 Registered Pharmacists

Twelve pages packed
with amusing facts and
situations illustrated
in the typical humorous
Mullin style. Millions
of sports fans have
enjoyed this annual
publication of the cartoons that have been
popular newspaper sports
page features. You don't
want to miss it! Send for
enough free copies today
to give one to each of your
group.

Main St. at Bates St.
50 Lisbon St.

Tel. 3-0031

Lewiston

HOWARD JOHNSON'S
Open Daily Year 'Round
Landmark For Hungry Americans
FULL COURSE MEALS

A. G. SPALDING & BROS. INC.
161 Sixth Avenue, Dept. N.C.
New York 13,N.Y.

the Bureau releases such news as
freshman acceptances, freshman arrivals on campus, and honors awarded
to different students. All sports material is handled by Ray Zelch.
Volunteers Wanted
During the year, the shutter clicks
countless times when Miss Varney
points he.r camera with deadly aim
and records the doings of the campus on film. These pictures are put
together to form a very inclusiye
scrapbook, which is available to students at all times. From this scrapbook, any pictures may be ordered—
for a nominal fee, of course. The
Bureau has its own darkroom, and
just between you and me, an experienced somebody is wanted for
darkroom work. Volunteers line up
at the right. Often times these pictures are sent to the newspaper along
with a report about the activity.
Upon occasion, a request conies in
from a magazine for some information about Kates College. This too is
handled by the News Bureau. Clippings from papers and magazines
are kept in the files. All in all, the
News Bureau, is a very busy place.

—

LIGHT LUNCHES

P

Serving Our Famous Ice Cream — 28 Flavors
Portland Rd., Auburn, Maine

Tel. 4-7671

In spite of these and similar difficulties, each women's dorm sponsors
one cabin party every fall and spring.
Essentially these excursions provide
variety, a big factor for those who
have been here long enough to have
uttered at least once the famous cry,
"There's nothing to do in this hole
on weekends!" At the risk of sounding "Batesy" we might add that the
walk in the country can be lots of
fun, especially if you're with the
right guy.
Ah! Food!
Nobody can say exactly how to plan
a successful cabin party, but everyone
agrees that it does have to be planned. The focal point is usually food.
Several Lewiston eateries (see advertisements) are accustomed to putting up cabin party menus, so instead
of resigning yourself to the inevitable
hot dog why not get a big pot of
spaghetti with meat sauce, hamburgs,
pizza pics, lobster rolls (well, we can
dream anyway) ; or else, be daring
and cook your own one-pot meal.
Added interest comes from French
bread, potato salad, pineapple coleslaw, roasted corn, and tomato soup.
Sheet cakes are an easy out for des*
sert but for variety try big puffy
raised doughnuts. In quantity none of
these items are expensive, and the
Outing Chili equipment room has any
extra utensil needs.
Motherly Song
It's important not to let things
drag. Fat soon after you arrive; certainly not after six o'clock. In the
meantime get some games started.
They're called "ice breakers" in the
tips for teens columns. They're loads
of fun if everyone joins in. Try
group singing spiked with a few
quartet renditions of "No, No, a
Thousand Times No!" and "There's
a Bar in the Trunk and I'm Driving
Myself to Drink, Mother."
At nine o'clock the cabin door
closes. At this point there will be a
mad scramble to see who rides in
the two cars that came up. Nobody
will know how to put out the fire and
two or three good-natured couples
will offer to sweep the floor. After
five minutes of general confusion
everyone will be out on the porch
with ten tons of dirty pots and milk
cans and no flashlight. Ah, the glories
of the rustic outdoor life!
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Cat Nips
Last Saturday Tufts College was
pitted against Bates College with
each team expecting to gain its first
victory of the season at the expense of the other. As one newspaper columnist commented in a
Friday edition, "The only thing
that could prevent this would be a
tie game.-' Well, you know the final
outcome. That is exactly what occurred in Saturday's fiasco. With a
minute and sixteen seconds remaining, the Bobcats had their initial
victory within their grasp and then
it happened. The Jumbds let go
with a long pass which knotted the
score to the disappointment of the
partisan crowd on hand for the
duel.
Of course it was more or less
a freak play which took victory
away from the Garnet. If the
pass that scored the touchdown
for Tufts had been caught by
only one receiver with no one
else getting their hands on the
ball, I think that most of the
Bates players would feel a bit
better. But the player for whom
the pass was intended deflected
the pigskin into the waiting
arms of a teammate and that
was it. The Bates participants
claimed that twp men couldn't
touch the balC but Coach
Ducky Pond verified after the
duel that that particular rule
had gone out of existence years
ago. So that was it and Bates
had to content themselves with
a tie instead of a win.

Frosh Grid Team
Best Since 1949

By Ray Zelch

Dick's injury causes him to
miss more action for the Garnet, Ducky will have to build
his air game upon some other
flinger. It appears that as soon
as someone is capable of hitting
his target with pinpoint accuracy, injury removes him from
the Bates lineup.
The Bates defense looked good
for three periods, but the boys
started to tire badly in the fourth
quarter and that really told the
story. Of course that's nothing new
because when players are in there
for the entire length of the game,
it is only to be expected that they
cannot be at their full effectiveness.
Rut what can a coach do when he
hasn't anyone to throw into the
duel?
Sophomore
"Moose"
DiMaria continues to show improvement and played some
steady defensive football in the
line. Dick Coughlin too was
looking good, and John "Beaver" Sevigny continues the fine
play that has earned him a
starting position.

Northeastern is next on the
docket. Last year the Cats upset
the Huskies for their only win of
the year, but the Bostonians are
really loaded this season and have
run up sizeable margins on all opponents, including Colby. The Pond
charges could cause trouble if some
of the handicapped men are back
in the line-up, but they will really
have their work cut out for them
The Bates attack during the conin attempting to do anything
test did not appear as polished as
against the Bay Staters.
in the past few games, Of course,
part of this can be explained by the
HERE,
THERE,
AND
absence of several key men who
EVERYWHERE — Coach C.
are on the injury list. Don Barrios
Ray Thompson continues to be
entered the fray for only a couple
plagued by lack of depth on
of plays and that was on the defense. Fred Douglas did the kicking
his cross-country squad. Only
for Bates, but that was all, due to a
seven men on the squad includbruised leg. Dick Berry is still out
ing three lettermen. The first
of action, and Dick Bergquist
man to finish for Bates last
wasn't running with the ball in
Saturday was Bob Goldsmith
fear of reinjuring his ankle once
who came in seventh, but the
more. And that is exactly what happened when he intercepted a Tufts
most potential threat for Bates,
pass. Dick made a nice runback but
Don Cassavant, failed to finish.
as a result, had to be carried from
It's really too bad that there
the field.
aren't more men out for this
Because of the crippled backfall sport. People are always
field, the brunt of the running
yelping about the poor records
chores fell onto the shoulders
that the cross-country and
of Richie Raia and Nate Boone.
track teams are compiling, but
Although blocking in the line
the manpower is lacking, and
opened holes for these runners
to tear through, the downfield
even the spirit is not too enblocking left much to be desirthusiastic.
ed and they could never get
Great things are expected of Bob
past the secondary. So it was
Hatch's freshman football club, but
the passing attack that carried
it is too early to pass judgment unthe Bobcats. Bergquist, up to
til they engage in their first tilt
the time of his injury, was
Friday. Some good looking prossharp as a tack with his aerials,
pects on the squad, although the
and Don Hamilton, Charlie
line might not appear as strong as
Pappas. and Raia did some
pretty nifty receiving. But now if
(Continued on page seven)

For Your Cabin Or House Parties . ..

FRANKFURTS

HAMBURG PATTIES

and Rolls

and Rolls
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By Roger Schmutz
There have been many adjectives
used and as many phrases coined
to describe football games but none
of these adequately picture the 13-13
tie between Bates and Tufts on
Saturday.
For the Bobcat players and supporters the game's outcome was
disappointing to say the least. Even
the small but spirited Tufts contingent could take little solace from
the result notwithstanding that it
was the climax of an uphill battle
that saw them come from a 13 to 0
deficit to tie the score with little
more than a minute to play.
Cats Take Lead
The entire first period and most
of the second were characterized by
offenses hamstrung by fumbles and
intercepted passes. With the exception of a Bobcat march that fizzled
out on the Tufts six yard line,
neither team could get a concentrated drive going until Bob Diehl
recovered a Jumbo fumble on their
49. With Dick Bergquist doing the
passing and Richie Raia and Charlie
Pappas the receiving, the Bobcats
moved to a first down on the Tufts
eleven. From here. Raia passed to
Pappas in the end zone and Bates
had manufactured the first score of
the day. Fred Douglas converted
and Bates led 7-0 at half time.
Taking the second half kickoff.
the Bobcats with Raia and Nate
Boone again doing the carrying,
worked the ball to the Tufts 32
yard line. "This set the stage for a
Bergquist to Raia pass that saw
Richie catch the ball on the ten
and run it on over. Douglas failed
to convert but it seemed of little
importance as Bates led 13 to 0 and
appeared to be rolling.
Not to be outdone iby the Bobcats' recently completed 71 yard
touchdown march, however, the
Jumbos took the return kickoff and
drove 77 yards to a score. Led by
Bob Garvey and Jerry Marshall,
the boys from Medford rolled up
four consecutive first downs to put
the ball on the Bates four. Climaxing the march, Marshall passed to
eft half Bill Burns for the score
ind when Jack Stewart converted
the score stood 13-7 with five minutes left in the third quarter.
For the next ten minutes, little of
importance occurred and it became
obvious that some sort of a break
would be necessary for cither club
to score again. The first gift came
in the form of a very poorly called
unnecessary roughness penalty on

STECKINO HOTEL
and cafe
Have You Tried STECKINO'S Original PIZZA PIES?
SERVING ITALIAN and AMERICAN FOODS
STEAKS — CHOPS — SALADS our specialty
DIAL 4-4151

•

104

Middle St., Lewiston

"For Your Health's Sake Eat at Steckino's"

FOR

LEE'S VARIETY SHOP

LEMON BLEND

By Don Sherman
The 1951 edition of the Bates
Freshman Football Team, which
will take the field against the Maine
Maritime Academy Friday, will be
the strongest to represent the Frosh
in recent years. According to Coach
Bob Hatch, the club is at least as
powerful if not more potent than
the 1949 team which went through
its season undefeated.
The Bobkittens are basing their
hopes for a successful season upon
a powerful backfield. Coach Hatch
lists nine men for possible starting
roles as backs and thirteen in the
line which is wanting in depth.
Single Wing Offense
He plans to operate from a single
wing offense against Maine Maritime's split T. About half of the
starting team is expected to play on
both offense and defense while the
other half moves in platoons.
If Bol) Chuinbok, who has looked
very good in sonic of the early
practice sessions, receives the starting assignment in the quarterback
slot, Gary Burke will probably he
in at fullback with Joe DiMartinis
and Lucian Brown pitying at the
two halfback positions.
Should Dave Higgins be given
the nod as signal caller. Herb Morton, Ernie Ern, and either Bob
True or Bob Rcny are expected to
round out the backfield.
Don Smith and Bob Bean arc
probable choices at end with Phil
Cowan and Art Paton at tackle,
Paul Barberra and Lev Campbell at guard with Gene Soto centering.
Ralph Froio, Dick Bartan, Carl
Harris, and Marco DeSalle are also
possible starters and will undoubtedly see service during the game.
The nine backfield men listed as
possible starters average just under
180 pounds and are all hard drivers.
The team's forward wall will average about five pounds more than
the backfield.
Opponents Experienced
Hatch figures that Maritime'?
maturity and football experience
will be an important factor in the
contest. The Academy will invade
Garcelon Field with a team made
up mostly of men who have had
previous experience in intercollegiate football. The visitors lost
their opening game of the season
to Norwich University almost three
weeks ago, but bounced back to
shade the Maine Central Institute,
7-0, last Saturday. The Hatchmen
are slated to meet MCI at Pittsfield,
November 2.

Bobcats Battle Tufts To
Disappointing 13-13 Tie

Corsages
CALL

Attention!
Bates Students
—SHOES—
FOR EVERY OCCASION
SPORT AND DRbSS

DUBE'S
FLOWER SHOP

Tel. 2-9077

CANCELLATION
SHOE STORE
36 COURT ST., AUBURN

195 Lisbon St.

Nate Boone. This gave Tufts a firdown on their own 49. Failing t.
gain, Garvey kicked dead on the
Bates ten. Two running plays gained little and Douglas was forced to
punt. The kick was partially blockcd and recovered by Tufts on the
Bobcats' 29 yard line. At this point.
Tufts returned the favor and lo-i
the ball on a fumble on the Bah20.
With fourth down and five to g
Douglas again kicked, this time the
ball rolling out on the Tufts 37.
It wis from this point that t!
Jumbos produced their tying tall,
Good running by Garve>, Marsh,
and Bob Meehan placed the ball ,
the Bobcat's ten. From here, Me
ban threw a bullet pass to Bun who hobbled it right into the ham in' Karl Griffin, a Jumbo lincmai
After much dispute, the pass wsruled complete and Tufts Wi ■
awarded the touchdown that kno ted "he score. The extra point tr.
was partially blocked and the scon
stood 13-13. Despite desperate passing on both sides, the game endo.
about a minute later with Tufts in
possession on their own 40.
Injuries Hurt Bates
In summation, the Bobcat again
lacked that little extra that rnearthe difference between victory and
defeat. To be sure, two questionable calls hurt but, in the end, ::
was the old injury jinx again rearing its ugly head that told the tab
In addition to the already much
discussed injuries to Captain Geor^f
Brinkerhoff and Dave Harkins, Don
Barrios,
the
Bobcats'
leading
ground-gainer, played but briefly
because ot a shoulder separation
sustained in the Springfield gam'
Another very damaging breakwas the untimely ankle injury Die
Bergquist received while running
back an intercepted pass in the
fourth period. Dick showed surpriing ability as a passer and h
work was instrumental in both Bol cat scores.
The

Colonial Lunch
(Just Over on Main St.)
Welcomes Everyone
at
Bates College
OUR FOOD IS STILL
THE BEST ADVERTISEMENT WE HAVE

TIBBY'S
SPORTS CENTER
NEEDS FOR EVERY GAME
AND SPORT
274 Main St.

Lewiston

Phone 3-0431
Romeo E. Thibodcau
F.drick J. Thibodeau

Fountain
Specials
In Cool, Air Conditioned
Pleasant Surroundings

NICHOLS
TEA ROOM
TeL 2-6422
162 Lisbon St

Lewiston, Me.
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Northeastern Runners Top Stu - C Rejects Bates Hopes For Upset
Garnet; Goldsmith Seventh Eligibility Rules Of Unbeaten Huskies

By Gordon D. Hall
On the second attempt to ratify
dicates. Although Bob crossed the
final line six notches behind Shea, L new Intramural Constitution, the
With a sweep of the first six
his time was only one minute be- Student Council refused to pass
placed the Northeastern University
two new clauses, both dealing with
hind that of the winner.
cross-country squad handed the
eligibility. One of these would have
Tom
Halliday
and
Roger
Bates harriers their second loss of
denied participation in an intrathe season, 15-47, in a home meet Schmutz completed the course in
mural sport to anyone who had
that order behind Goldsmith. In
Saturday.
earned a letter in that sport at
The meet, first home race of the their first season of varsity compe- cither Bates or another college.
icason, also marked the first meet tition, Halliday and Schmutz have The other would have made inelirun over the new Bates course, done remarkably well so far. Both gible professionals in the sport in
which is slightly shorter than last are expected to take much of the question. It is hoped that these two
burden off the running of Goldyear's layout.
questions can be straightened out
smith and Dom Casavant.
at the Wednesday meeting of the
Shea First To Finish
Team Largely Sophs
Council.
FCC the visiting Huskies. Shea
Managers were asked at the beThus far the mainstays of the
led a fleet of five visitors across the
ginning
of the year to submit elisquad
have
been
Goldsmith
and
finish stripe, completing the course
in 20 minutes, 57 seconds. Lycyr- Casavant. Dom, who finished fourth gibility li't- to the Athletic Office.
,>-, Council, Odcn, Hilton, and against Maine, was forced to drop under the present rules. Very few
O'Connor followed close on their out of Saturday's meet due to have complied with this request so
ti .mimate's heels to clinch a deci- breathing difficulties. Along with far, and it is urged that the others
this duo, sophomores Halliday and get these lists in as soon as possisive victory.
Schmutz comprise the nucieus of ble.
Bob Goldsmith loped home sevthe thinclads. Walt Reuling, Clyde Reach Halfway Point
i nth to lead Coach C. Ray ThompAt the half-way point in the inEastman and Hank Stred are not
son's Garnets. Goldsmith, hampertoo far behind and with more work tramural football schedule, three
cd last year by a bad leg, could
should provide stiff competition for teams. South, Bardwell, and Samphelp the team considerably if he
sonville-Off-Campus, are yet to be
future opponents.
hits the form he showed in his
beaten or tied, while two others
The next meet is scheduled for
freshman year. Put under wraps in
have not yet won a game. South
e lirst meet against Maine, placing Saturday with the University of
and Bardwell made it two straight
■ ighth, Bob was not as far behind Vermont on the Burlington course.
for the season over Middle and
the winner in the Northeastern Although the state meet is still
North respectively. On Tuesday
neariy
a
month
away,
the
Bobcats
race as his seventh place effort inJ.B. forfeited a game to Roger
will have to show much improveBill-Mitchell, to give the "Adminisment in the next few meets in
trators" their first victory.
order to make a good showing in
On Thursday, neither South nor
state competition.
Sampsonville-Off-Campus appeared
for their game, so if the results
DRY CLEANSING
would have any effect on the final
league standings, the contest will
SERVICE
be rescheduled.
The schedule for the rest of this
month shows Bardwell meeting the
Off-Campus-Sampsonville combine.
On the 22nd, Middle takes on J.B.
INCORPORATED
CLEANSERS & FURRIERS
and the next day North meets
South. Roger Bill-Mitchell nlays
Peck's
new
enlarged
Call and Delivery
Bardwell on the 24th, and on the
men's wear shop is just
25th, Middle meets Off-Campusone year old — and
Sampsonville. South takes on John
Agent:
\
young men find the kind
Bertram on the 29th, and Roger
MURIEL PLAYS
of wearables they want
Bill-Mitchell meets t h e Off-Camfrom shoes to hats with
pus-Sampsonville team on the 30th.
On the 31st. Middle plays Bardwell.
the emphasis on sportsBy Pete Knapp

PECKS
NEW

MEN'S SHOP

wear.

You are invited

L&A BOWLING

to visit this sparkling
shop for men where
nationally

10

famous

ALLEYS

CANDLE PINS

clothes and furnishings

SNACK

are featured.

BAR

FOUNTAIN SERVICE

SPORTSWEAR

8 Ash St.

Tel. 2-0213

SHOP

83 Lisbon St.

College girls have discovered
that
Peck's
Sportswear Shop has
exciting new things for
classes, campus and all

Drop Into

SHERATON'S
RESTAURANT
Anytime

everyday wear.

POR THE BEST

Peck's prices, as always,
are tuned
budgets.

to

IN FOODS

college

RIGHT ON
DOWNTOWN MAIN ST.

'COMPLETE BANKING SERVICE"

—

MAINE

We Solicit The Business Of Bates Students

Catnips
(Continued from page six)
the backfield. Too bad some of
these fellows couldn't play on the
varsity. They would certainly be a
tremendous boost. Bates was in
favor of having freshmen compete
in intercollegiate football, but the
members of the State Series league
voted "no" in the issue.
Good to see Bob "Punchy"
Hinds and Bruce Morrison on
campus last week. Former
members of the class of '53,
they have just been discharged
from the Marine Corps. They
were both called at the beginning of their sophomore year.
Bob never got a chance to start
school, but Bruce was around
long enough to get a starting
berth in the opening game for
Bates. Present plans call for
them to return to Bales in
February.
Also on hand for Saturday's encounter was former team captain
"Lefty" Faulkner. He was seen in
a Marine Corps uniform and really
looked in fine physical shape. How
the Bobcats could use him in the
middle of the forward wall!
The multitude of compliments paid to George Brinkerhoff at Friday's rally were all
richly deserved. "Brink" is a
truly standout athlete and competitor, and always gives his all.
Our hat is off to him for a brilliant athletic career!

Bates will certainly need all the
manpower it can muster against
the second obstacle in their path,
this year's very classy Northeastern outfit. The Huskies are undefeated, boasting a 4-0 slate which
includes decisive shutout victories
over American International, Rhode
Island State, Colby and a (gulp)
39-7 decision over Tufts. They have
two big lines which average well
above 200 pounds, including a 250pound tackle, a 230-pound guard,
and their captain and All-New England end, Sal Lombardo. Northeastern works exclusively from the T,
and according to scouting reports,
has three fine running backs and
one of the best small college passers in the East in Johnny Connelly.
The Huskies employ almost a full
two platoon system with only two
men playing both ways; nearly a
direct reversal of the Bates system.
Huskies Rough Team
Head Husky Joe Zabilski is not
generally known throughout New
England circles as the most gentlemanly coach in the business. Evidence of this fact can be found in
the 170 yards his team was penalized against Rhode Island and the
160-odd against Tufts. In recent
years against Bates, the Huskies
have displayed a rough brand of
football, but have still lost by the
closest of margins. This year, Zabilski, ex-U. of Maine assistant, has
made it clear to his Huntington Ave.
Huskies
that
Bates'
five-year
winning skein must be terminated.
Our Cats are hoping to make this
difficult. The results will be interesting.

Money-Saving Values

Men's and Women's
Sports Apparel

Headquarters for Pipes and
Complete Smokers'
Equipment

For

Your

Outdoor Activities

Lewiston's busiest
little store
28 Ash St.

Lewiston

SEARS, ROEBUCK and CO., 212 Main St., Lewiston

Lewiston-Auburn's Leading Hotels

LEWISTON TRUST CO.
-

overcome by the Bobcats before this
can be achieved. The first is that
raised by the injury bugaboo that
continues to plague them. With Harkins, his leading passer, out for the
season, and Brinkerhoff, his captain
and most dependable center, a very
doubtful starter for the Colby game,
Ducky has tried hard to patch things
up. But then lineman Fred Douglas,
fullback Dick Berry, and the indispensable Don Barrios were put on
the shelf for most of the Tufts game
with minor ailments, and the result
u;i- Saturday's disappointing tie
with the inept Jumbos. Whether or
not these boys will be ready for
Northeastern remains to be seen,
although at last word the chances
Two Main Obstacles
for most of them were deemed favTwo obstacles, however, must be orable.
Huskies Undefeated

Bill Davis
SMOKE SHOP

.OT£

LEWISTON

Lewiston

By Bob Kolovson
With three losses and a tie behind them. Coach Ducky Pond and
his battling Bobcats are licking
their wounds and bracing themselves for the Northeastern game,
their final test before the opening
of the state series.
In the last five years, Bates
has always managed to take
the measure of the Huskies regardless of how they fared against
everybody else. So next Saturday
down in Brooklinc the Cats are hoping that a few breaks together with
mere momentum of consistency will
enable them to rack up win number one for the 1951 campaign.

AUBURN

MAINE'S FINEST FOOD
COCKTAIL LOUNGE
Party, Banquet and
Convention Facilities
for from 4 to 400

kOT*

\Courtesy

Now

LEWISTON

Other Acheson Hotels
Augusta House, Augusta
Hotel Elmwood, Waterville
Hotel Rockland, Rockland
Hotel Littleton, Lewiston

UPHOLDING MAINE'S TRADITION FOR HOSPITALITY AND FINE FOOD

Quality

Service

You've Tried the Rest,
Try

the

Best!

SAM'S
Original Italian Sandwich
|268 Main St.
Tel. 2-9145
Opp. St. Joseph's Church
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Views Novel Non-Academically Freshmen Meet
"I've been in the market-place trial and error.
In Annual Group
too long to approach literature
"A novel can he made from anyfrom an academic point of view, ' thing under the sun," Marquand Sessions Tues.
warned John P. Marquaiul at the explained. It may break all the
-

opening of the Modern Literature
Conference last Thursday, His
topic was "The Modern Novel."
Speaking of golf as analogous to
writing, Marquand compared approaching the first tee with facing
a blank sheet of paper. Just as the
self-taught golfer can excel, a
novelist must learn to -write by

rules but still be excellent. If in
the end, the work makes the reader
sympathize and live with the characters, it is good.
Having discarded the Oxford and
Webster definition of the novel, the
writer announced his preference for
Lin Yutang's description: "A little
talk."

'Manhattan' Shirts and Sportswear
Are Featured At

FRANK'S STORE FOR MEN
205 Main Street

Lewiston, Maine

'Manhattan' Shirts, Ties, Sportswear
JUDDY'S MEN'S SHOP
"ON THE SQUARE"

at 6 Lisbon St., Lewiston

The annual CA program of
freshman discussion groups at various professors' homes will be
held next Tuesday evening. Due
to the abnormally heavy schedule
of college activities, the number of
meetings will be reduced from
three to one and no definite topic
will be assigned.
Under the guidance of two representatives from the CA. approximately 25 freshmen will meet at
designated locations, proceed to
the professor-' homes, exchange
views regarding college life, and
generally get acquainted with each
other and the faculty. Those who
will entertain include: Prof. Carroll. Dr. Wright. Dr. Sawyer, Dr.
M&bee, Prof. Berkelman, Dr. Zcrby, Prof. Buschmann, Prof. Kimball. Prof. Andrews, Prof. Pairfield, and Mr. James Miller.
John Myers, the CA coordinator of the program, advanced the
idea that such groups may be continued throughout the entire year.
for all four classes. Under such a
plan, it would be up to the professor to request the get-together,
and the CA •would cooperate to the
extent of supplying group leaders
and arranging other details. The
CA hopes that the faculty will take
the initiative and thereby make the
plan successful.

39 Students In
Nursing Course

— White button-down
oxford, soft roll to
the collar. Popular as
a holiday with the
fellows and the gals.

Twenty-one Bates nursing students are currently studying at New
England Baptist Hospital. Boston,
Mass. In addition, there arc 3 students on the campus enrolled in
the five-year course.
Bates, in affiliation with the New
England Baptist Hospital and the
Central Maine General Hospital,
grants the Bachelor of Arts degree
at the end of three years of study
on the campus and two full years
away from the campus in residence
at the hospitals. Upon completion
of their nurses training, before the
senior year on campus, the fiveyear students also become rcgis'ercd nurses.
Senior nursing students now
completing their work on the
campus are Norma Crooks. Mrs.
Carlo Locke Dolloff. Beverly
Hauer, Phyllis Hultgren, Mary
Mikell. Ann Thompson, and Mrs.
Natalie Conner Young.

Prexy Forecasts Higher
Lower Ec Class Taxes
Higher taxes on the lower income

groups

were

forecast

Thursday by Dr. Charles F. Phillips.
Speaking before the Regional
Conference of the New England
Chapters of the National Association of Cost Accountants, he said
that the present federal spending
program can not possibly be financed from increased taxes on
higher income groups alone.
"Ii
is becoming increasingly
clear with each passing day." said
Dr. Phillips, "that the federal
budget is out of control. If ever
we had a clear-cut demonstration
of this fact, we had it when the
Senate considered the $61 billion
defense appropriation. Rather than
study the bill with care to see
where savings could be made, the
Senate threw up its hands and
passed it after making an overall
2}<j per cent cut."
The Bates President stated that
even outride of the military budget. Congress no longer seems int< rested in economy. If it were, lie
continued, it would take steps to

quadrangles this year.
*Sfy/e-Consciou«

The Manhattan Shirt Company, makers of Manhattan shirts, neckwear, underwear, pajamas, sportshiru, beachwear and handkerchiefs.

reduce' the $1.5 billion for agricultural aid at a time wdien farm income is already high. It would als,,
reduce the $1 billion budgeted for
river and harbor projects, as well
as large sums for housing loans.
"All too few people," continued
Dr. Phillips, "appreciate the fact
that this high rate of public spending will force higher taxes onto thi
lower income groups. Already taxes
on the larger incomes arc so great
that even at higher rates not nine
additional revenue will be ohtainci
"For example, today but 14 pe
rent of all income after taxes i> i
ceived by people with net Incorm .
in excess of $10,000. In contrast, E
per cent is in the hands of thos
with lower incomes. It is obvious
that the federal government cannot
collect any substantially large:
amount in taxes from the high income groups.
"These figures," he conclude,!,
"make it
clear that cveryon
should be interested in government
economy No longer can the per-on earning $3,000 a year rest liar
on the idea that the spending bill
will be met by the rich."

]

Letter To The Editor i active
Notice
(Continued from page four)
for electricity were rendered —
they resembled the national deficit!
At the time Mr. Ross patiently explained that as the cost of distribution was higher for the men's
dorms, their bills were necessarily
higher.
Direct Challenge
All right. Mr. Ross, absurd as
this explanation may be, for present purposes we will accept it, but
now, Mr. Ross, we have a question: what will the policy be this
year with the women living in the
former men's dorm — Parker Hall,
and the men in the former women's dorm — Roger Bill. We trust
that the distribution to the buildings has not changed. Then, will the
men in Roger Bill he entitled to
the benefits of lower rates and the
girls in Parker charged as we were
last year, or will the same policy
be followed as has been in the past?
And what, now that this question
lias been asked, is this abstract
concept of "distribution?"

R. S. V. P.
It may be a bit early for this
question, but we think many people
would like to know the answer before the bills are figured. Flat
charge? Pro rata? Just what is the
story? Can't we have a reasonable
answer or a change in policy? We
think we deserve one or the other I
(Continued from page five)
Inquisitively yours,
men are traditionally dull, listless,
Jerry Handspickcr
snobbish, and contemptuous of
Dave Moore
those
"young"
underclassmen
hasn't been to Rand THIS year.
Senior women returning from Saturday night dates had difficulty get- Editor, The STUDENT:
There is a bothersome point that
ting past the stairs.
the Chase Hall Dance Committee
The halls were padded with
would like to clear up. That point
mattresses and blankets scatis: The relationship of the Faculty
tered around from nearly every
to the Saturday night activities at
room. Who are the culprits? —
Cliase.
well they still haven't been
caught — Rumor has it that
By now, all faculty members
there are 11 — Rand girls say
have received letters inviting them
they know at least two of them.
to our social functions at Chase.
At about 12:30 senior women
These letters have been sent out
received a phone call from
every year to my knowledge. Yet
housemother Mrs. Bisbee —
the friendly faces of our faculty
this is senior women we're
have been all too scarce around
talking about.
Chase on Saturday nights.
These dances are just as much
We aren't sure whether Mr.
Aiken was pleased or insulted last for them as they arc for the stuThursday when the photographer, dents. Our activities are listed as
snapping a picture, shoved him over "All-College functions." Any acwith some "other" college boys.
tivity such as this needs the full

On Call

—Fine white
broadcloth, extreme
widespread collar.
Sharpest shirt on the

last

Let's Dance, Profs!

support of the faculty
I said active.
Guests Not Chaperones
Each week the Cliase Hall Danct
Committee invites several memberof the faculty as guests. The Bin,
Slip says, "Guests, if an event requiring chaperonage." That word
"chaperonc" is an ugly word.
Members of the faculty that do
come to the Saturday night activity know only too well that they
are looked on by the students achapcronees.
We of the Committee would lik<
to abolish this feeling and let th<
same spirit prevail at our danceas prevails in the Den between stu
dents and faculty. Let's forget this
word "chaperonc" with all its connotations and in its place use th
word "guest."
Most of you must remember tin
tun had by both faculty and students last January during finalwhen we had a square dance. Many
ol the faculty were there and ev
eryone let their hair down and had
a good time. Let's make this the
rule rather than the exception. We
want you at our dances and no invitation is needed.
Welcome Mat
On behalf of the Committee, 1
wish to thank you of tne faculty
who have aided and assisted our
functions in the past in any way
To those members of the faculty
who haven't seen the ni3<de of the
Chase Dance Hall, we can only
say that the door is open and i
uig welcome mat is out.
Pete Whitakcr, Chairman

li
hi
I;

U<
i

Clubs
II

(Continued from page three)
1.
as led the chemists through the 01
various testing and research labs,
demonstrating the use of each sc
i.'f specialized appartus. He al>< :i
related the problems i-volved i" 01
the development of a new syntheti re
libre, polyethylene, and explained i
the theory behind the synthesis. At "f
the conclusion of the tour, the P
group assembled for an inform - i;
tive question-answer period.
I
The tour was the first in a series
of trips designed to give the student first-hand knowledge of indusii
trial chemistry and the practice (I,
applications of the theory studied in n
the classroom.

